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Preface

The dissertation thesis “Multi-method assessment of the hostile attribution bias in juvenile violent offenders: 
determining the sensitivity to change of three different assessment methods” has been written to fulfill the 
graduation requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the Stiftung University of Hildesheim, 
Institute of Psychology. 

The overall research project is a product of four years research practice on juvenile delinquency, social 
perception and treatment effects evaluation, conducted at the Institute of Forensic Psychiatry of the Uni-
versity Hospital of Medicine Charité Berlin (Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin) in cooperation with the 
Social Therapy Department of a German correctional facility for juvenile offenders in Berlin (Jugendstraf-
sanstalt Berlin). The research was included in the project “Evaluation of the social therapy and of the offend-
ers’ accommodation and treatment in the state of Berlin,” commissioned and sponsored during the period 
of 2014-2015 by the Senate Department for Justice and Consumer Protection Berlin, Germany.

The basis of this research originally stemmed from my passion of studying human behavior and, particu-
larly, the criminal mind. My focus of interest lies in the fields of social cognition in violent offenders, biased 
interpersonal perception, juvenile delinquency, and youth violence. As the world moves forward from a 
culture of offender’s punishment to a more promising venue of treatment and resocialization, there is a 
greater need to develop new methods to better assess the criminal mind and the way it functions. How can 
one look inside of it? It is my goal to not only find out, but to also develop tools for its reliable assessment 
and evaluation. 

Several people have contributed academically, practically and with support to this PhD thesis. I would 
therefore firstly like to thank my head supervisor Prof. Dr. Klaus-Peter Dahle for his valuable input, construc-
tive notes, excellent academical guidance and personal support throughout the entire process. I would also 
like to thank Prof. Dr. Werner Greve for co-examining my work as well as Prof. Dr. Carsten Jochum-Bortfeld 
for his contribution to the final evaluation committee. 

I also wish to thank all the institutional parties involved in this research, without whose cooperation I 
would have not been able to conduct this exhaustive analysis. 

I would also like to thank Vaibhav Sanghvi for inspiring me to follow an academical research path as well 
as for his constructive comments to the thesis and support during the whole process. If I ever lost faith and 
hope, you kept me motivated. Your wise counsel and kind words have, as always, served me well. 

In truth, I wouldn’t have achieved my current level of success without the unconditional encouragement 
of my family, who supported me with love and understanding. My deepest gratitude goes to all of you for 
your irreplaceable support.

I hope you enjoy reading!
Zhana Karadenizova
Berlin, 11.11.2019
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Abstract

Many studies reveal that unchangeable static variables, such as prior offending history and membership in 
high-risk demographic subgroups, consistently predict recidivism. Recent risk assessment research focuses 
on dynamic attributes — attitudes, values, and interpersonal skills that are modified by new experiences 
and, thus, may change during the residential stay.

The current work is dedicated to examining one specific dynamic factor – the hostile attributions bias 
(HAB) – as well as its dynamic change over time. We supposed that the complex nature of cognitive biases 
can be defined in various ways, e.g. as immanent personality disposition, as social-cognitive interpretation 
bias, and even as perceptual bias. Therefore, the present dissertational study integrated mixed quantita-
tive and qualitative research, acknowledging that combined approaches are best suitable for assessing com-
plex phenomena in social science research since they can provide real-life contextual understandings and 
multi-level perspectives on diverse research questions. 

We used a multi-method approach to assess HAB as well as multiple statistical approaches to determine 
which method is most sensitive to changes in the treatment of distorted cognitions. We evaluated the sen-
sitivity to change of three tools (structured questionnaires, semiprojective tool and computer-based per-
ception task) using three statistical methods for identifying aggregate (group ES, Cohen’s d and SRM) and 
individual changes over time (RCI, individual ES and SEM). The semiprojective method was shown to be 
sensitive to identifying the largest proportion of change at both aggregate and individual level. At the indi-
vidual level all three assessment methods showed sensitivity to change.  The use of multi-method research 
is highly relevant for determining intervention changes in corrective settings. Implications for clinical prac-
tice, recommendations for future research, and study limitations are discussed. 

Multi-method assessment of the hostile attribution bias in juvenile violent offenders: determining the 
sensitivity to change of three different assessment methods
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Introduction

Juvenile violent offenders are among the most problematic offenders in the criminal justice system, respon-
sible and convicted for a variety of severe criminal offenses such as robbery, assault, rape, and homicide. 
Thus, the assessment of juvenile offenders for risk of recidivism, treatment planning and treatment effective-
ness has invoked considerable research interest. Only recently has research into the development and valida-
tion of juvenile assessment instruments, implementation of different treatment approaches and intervention 
programs as well as studies of effectiveness of treatment with juvenile offenders advanced considerably. 

The risk-needs-responsivity (RNR) model is considered the most influential model for determining of-
fender risk-assessment and treatment. Over the last few decades it has become the most commonly used 
paradigm of corrections and juvenile justice (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2011; Howell, Lipsey, & Wilson, 
2014; McGrath & Thompson, 2012; Peterson-Badali, Skilling, & Haqanee, 2015; Vose, Lowenkamp, Smith, & 
Cullen, 2009). The model is based on the following three principles of effective correctional intervention: 1) 
the risk principle addresses the question of who should be treated and states that the level of service provid-
ed to the offender should match the offender’s risk to reoffend (high-risk offenders vs. low-risk offenders). 
Consequently, high-risk offenders should receive intensive corrections, while interventions for the low-risk 
offenders should be minimized, since interventions with low-risk offenders can induce paradoxical effects 
such as increment in recidivism (Gendreau, Smith, & French, 2006; Ogloff & Davis, 2004); 2) the need 
principle addresses what should be treated and states that treatment should identify and target criminogenic 
needs (also called dynamic factors) predictive of offending such as criminal thinking patterns or criminal 
associates; 3) and the responsivity principle addresses how should be treated and highlights the importance 
of applying correctional practices effective to change criminal behavior (e.g., cognitive-behavioral and social 
learning approaches). Interventions should be highly individualized to match treatment to client character-
istics. Concretely, treatment should be adapted to the offenders’ strengths, abilities, motivation, personality, 
and bio-demographic characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, and age (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). 

The three principles of risk, need, and responsivity are the core of the RNR-model of offender rehabili-
tation, according to which offending is an outcome of a combination of static and dynamic risk factor, both 
predictive of reoffending. While static, historical risk factors (such as age at first offence, prior offending his-
tory) are features not amenable to deliberate intervention, dynamic risk factors also known as criminogenic 
needs (e.g., attitudes, values and beliefs supportive of criminal behavior, interpersonal skills) are modified 
by new experiences and, thus, may change during the residential stay in both directions (Labrecque, Smith, 
Lovins, & Latessa, 2014; McGrath & Thompson, 2012; Baglivio, Wolff, Piquero, Howell & Greenwald, 2017). 
For example, one can develop prosocial or procriminal attitudes. The following criminogenic needs have 
been identified as significant to reducing offending: substance use, antisocial cognition, antisocial associates, 
family and marital relations, employment, and leisure and recreational activities (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). 
Although static risk factors were shown to predict long-term recidivism (e.g., Harris & Rice, 2003), the as-
sessment of change in offender risk level, however, requires the consideration of dynamic (changeable) risk 
factors. Since they are sensitive to changes and responsive to interventions, focusing the treatment on crim-
inogenic needs (dynamic factors) is considered a fundamental component of the RNR-model (Lowenkamp 
& Bechtel, 2007; Simourd, 2004). Meta-evaluations of the efficacy of correctional treatment suggested that 
taking criminogenic needs in a community setting into consideration helps reducing recidivism up to 10% 
(Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Lipsey, 1995; Lösel, 1995). Furthermore, intervention programs explicitly targeting 
dynamic factors and specifically tailoring treatment according to the risk, needs, and responsivity principles, 
showed recidivism reduction rates up to 50% (Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Andrews, Bonta, & Hoge, 1990). In 
a large meta-analysis, evaluating 400 treatment studies of juvenile delinquents, Lipsey (1989) showed that 
treatment, on average, had a 10% reduction on recidivism. However, recidivism rates could be reduced by 
30% after considering and controlling for methodological (e.g., sample size, attrition) and treatment vari-
ables (e.g., duration, evaluator involvement). Since Lipsey’s (1989) meta-analysis, the overall effectiveness of 
offender treatment was confirmed by 40 more meta-analyses. The RNR-model and its efficacy in reducing 
recidivism seem to be applicable to both community and custodial settings, diverse criminal behavior pat-
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Introduction

terns (violent offending, prison misconducts, gangs, and sexual offending), and different offender subtypes 
(juvenile offenders, women offenders, and minorities; detailed review in: Andrews & Bonta, 2010).

The hostile attribution bias (HAB) as a criminogenic 
need/dynamic factor: definition, relation to aggressive 
behavior and assessment approaches

The phenomenon of juvenile delinquency and violent behavior highlights the need of exploring the com-
ponents of juvenile violation on a behavioral and cognitive level. Committing a violent crime addresses not 
only the potential for aggressive behavior, but equally importantly personal attitudes and values supporting 
aggression and crime such as high tolerance for deviance, rejection of the validity of law, interpretation 
of wide range of stimuli as hostile, resentment and/or defiance etc. Therefore, one of the well-recognized 
criminogenic needs that reinforce participation in criminal activity is the subdomain antisocial attitudes or 
antisocial cognitions (Walters, 1995). 

One aspect of the antisocial attitudes are the hostility-prone cognitions and attributions of intent. Hos-
tility-prone cognitions are shown to be a very common symptom among young offenders. They represent 
the individual’s tendency to over-attribute hostile intent to the behavior of others, even in situations where 
hostile attributions are unjustified, for example, when the actual intentions of others are benign in their 
nature or when the social situation is ambiguous (Dodge, 1980; Dodge & Frame, 1982). Furthermore, hos-
tility-prone attributions are shown to affect the encoding of social cues and, thus, to lead to impulsive or 
aggressive overreactions that are incongruent with the situation (Crick & Dodge, 1996; Dodge & Coie, 1987).

An extensive number of studies suggest that individuals with aggressive tendencies often feel provoked 
by ambiguous behavior and attribute a negative, hostile intent to other people’s actions, particularly in un-
certain, ambiguous circumstances (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Dodge & Frame, 1982; Dodge & Newman, 1981; 
Dodge, Price, Newman, & Bachorowski, 1990; Van Oostrum & Horvath, 1997; for overview and review, 
see Dodge, 2006; Orobio de Castro, Veerman, Koops, Bosch, & Monshouwer, 2002). This phenomenon is 
referred to as hostile cognitive/attribution bias (HAB). HAB relates mainly to the distorted perception of 
other’s intentions in an interpersonal social context. Hostility-prone attributions of intent and their relation 
to violent behavior, aggression and crime appears to generalize across a variety of settings and samples. 
Studies have found HAB to apply to children (e.g., Dodge & Coie, 1987), adults, as well as in forensic sam-
ples – both juvenile (Dodge et al., 1990; Slaby & Guerra, 1988) and adult offenders (Seager, 2005; Serin, 1991; 
Vitale, Newman, Serin, & Bolt, 2005).

HAB shows a close semantic relationship with paranoia and suspicion and shares notable similarities 
with paranoid patterns of thought. Some even claim that HAB is one of the varied cognitive processes – 
along with an attention bias for threat and jumping-to-conclusions-bias – that are likely components of a 
paranoid thinking style in both normative and atypical developing individuals (Tone & Davis, 2012). A few 
recent studies showed evidence that hostile intent attribution biases constitute a core element of paranoid 
thought, both in healthy samples (Combs, Penn, Wichert, & Waldheter, 2007; Fornells-Ambrojo & Garety, 
2009) and in adults with persecutory delusions (Combs et al., 2009). Although paranoia primarily indicates 
a clinical psychopathological condition, the term now signifies a tendency toward excessive or irrational 
suspiciousness and distrustfulness of others. HAB, in particular, is defined to represent the non-patholog-
ical, normative aspects of the paranoid thinking style and interpersonal suspiciousness and, thus, is widely 
used in ordinary, nonclinical discourse. 

There are different methods of assessing hostility-prone attributions. Standardized, clinic-based mea-
sures of hostility as a personality feature and irrational suspiciousness have been incorporated routinely 
into the diagnostic of HAB. Purportedly, they provide objective data less influenced by other factors (e.g., 
well differentiated language skills needed in other measures such as semi-projective methods) that might 
otherwise bias participants’ report. On the other hand, they are highly affected by the self-perception of the 
participants and often contain socially desirable responses. 
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The most popular procedure of assessing HAB is the vignettes method proposed by Dodge (1980). Based 
on his idea of testing HAB using social scenarios, several different versions of this method have been de-
veloped for the purposes of the experimental research. Basically, the vignettes represent social situations, in 
which the subjects experience a negative outcome (for instance, being excluded from a group game). Since 
there is no additional information about the circumstances or intentions of others involved in the social 
interaction, the situation becomes highly ambiguous. The subjects are asked to decide whether the other 
person has acted on purpose or by accident and, thereby, to indirectly attribute a hostile or benign intent to 
the other individual’s actions. The vignettes dominate the later studies and have already established them-
selves as a reliable instrument, which makes it possible to distinguish between aggressive and nonaggressive 
individuals (e.g. Dodge & Somberg, 1987). In forensic samples, vignettes are the most commonly used in-
strument for assessing hostility-prone cognitions and are usually preferred to other experimental methods 
such as self-assessment instruments or real-life social experiments.

However, in a realistic social context the individuals are often confronted with numerous highly ambig-
uous factors when judging someone’s behavior as hostile or benign. For humans the endowment to observe 
and control the environment efficiently for signs of threat to oneself is critical for their survival (Ledoux, 
1996). In many clinical disorders, however, individuals respond inadequately to threat cues, developing a 
pattern of hypervigilance or attentional bias toward threat (Gotlib et al., 2004; Mogg & Bradley, 1998; Werth-
mann et al., 2011) that in turn may negatively bias interpretation of ambiguous cues (White, Suway, Pine, 
Bar-Haim, Fox, 2011). Attention biases for threat have been repeatedly evidenced in the context of anxiety 
(for a review, see Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, Bakersman-Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007). Some 
studies suggest further that adults vulnerable to paranoid thought, both those with clinically significant per-
secutory delusions (e.g., Bentall & Kaney, 1989; Kinderman, 1994; Leafhead, Young, & Szulecka, 1996) and 
those who endorse normal-range hostile paranoid ideation (e.g., Arguedas, Green, Langdon, & Coltheart, 
2006), show a similar bias to over attend to different types of threat cues, even in the absence of real danger.

Experimental research suggested that the impaired ability to decode important social signals might be a 
probable reason for (criminal) individuals to interpret another’s behavior inaccurately and attribute hostile 
intent (Schöneberg & Jusyte, 2014). Studies investigating the link between HAB and the processing of facial 
expression found that subjects with high scores in hostility perceived happy and neutral faces as less friendly 
(Knyazev, Bocharov, & Slobodskoj-Plusnin, 2009) and that a generalized attributional bias to infer hostility 
from various classes of unambiguous social stimuli becomes more pronounced as aggressiveness increases 
(Nasby, Hayden, & De Paulo, 1980). Schönenberg & Jusyte (2014) found that aggression is associated with 
a strong preference to interpret ambiguous stimuli containing proportions of an angry expression as hos-
tile, while there was no evidence for a generally biased interpretation of distress cues under conditions of 
uncertainty. Aggressive individuals, as compared to controls, not only (mis)interpreted ambiguous facial 
cues as hostile, but also showed a strong tendency to systematically overrate the perceived intensity of anger 
(Schönenberg & Jusyte, 2014).

Multi- and mixed-method assessment
Adolescent offenders with chronic violent aggressive behavior unarguably demonstrate impairments on sev-
eral key dimensions of cognition, especially social perception, interpretation of ambiguous social situations, 
attitudes and beliefs, problem solving strategies, etc. 

Currently, there is no standard, easily administered test battery that specifically and efficiently assesses 
the important cognitive deficits in juvenile violent offenders. Instead, current assessments differ widely in 
content, duration, procedures, and implementation. The limited generalizability of the findings across stud-
ies has reduced the ability of clinicians and researchers to make clear conclusions about the applicability of 
the assessment tools as well as their capacity to reflect dynamic changes during treatment or intervention. 
Another disadvantage of current assessments of HAB in juvenile violent offenders is that the majority of the 
studies apply one and the same assessment technique, the vignettes, as well as one and the same research 
approach, the quantitative paradigm. A complex phenomenon such as HAB requires a multi-method assess-
ment approach in order to insure a more precise understanding for the construct and more comprehensive 
and exhaustive assessment of its facets.
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These limitations suggest the need for a test battery specifically designed for use in studies with forensic 
samples. The availability of a quick and efficient tool for measuring HAB in juvenile violent offenders could 
be an extremely useful guide for clinicians making decisions about potential interventions and for research-
ers implementing clinical trials to assess treatment effects.  At present, the German-speaking countries lack 
established assessment techniques able to detect hostile cognitive distortions. However, there are some im-
plicit, semi-projective instruments as well as objective personality inventories, which may be useful for the 
assessment of hostile cognitions and contribute to diagnostics and therapy planning. However, due to the 
lack of standardized methods for the German population, it was necessary to both create or adapt some of 
the tools for the purpose of the present overall study. 

With that focus, we aimed to study HAB applying multi-method assessment and analyze approaches, 
testing the ability of structured objective questionnaires, a semi-projective technique as well as a comput-
er-based experimental perception task to assess HAB. In addition, this study recognized the need and im-
portance of procedures specifically developed for forensic sampling, and thus sought to compare the assess-
ment tools for their practicality and test administration, to test the sensitivity of these techniques to measure 
changes occurring during institutional treatment and to discuss their implementation for scientific research 
and forensic practice. The evidence gained by exploring HAB multi-methodically could be used as a basis 
for developing more relevant and specific treatments and rehabilitation strategies for the affected individuals 
as well as for testing intervention effects. Since HAB showed being a complex phenomenon, consisting of 
perceptual, situational and individual aspects, it seems important to develop an exhaustive assessment ap-
proach adequate to measure the diverse elements that HAB incorporates. In addition to external assessment 
procedures, objective data and file analyzes, we claim that self-assessment methods are also required to 
include the important dimension of the self-experience of the subject in the diagnostic process. Only a rea-
sonable mixture of verbal (e.g., questionnaire) and non-verbal (e.g., images) as well as explicit and implicit 
procedures can insure a comprehensive assessment of HAB. Hence, an adequate multi-method assessment 
should consist of qualitative, quantitative and experimental methods. 

Therefore, the present dissertational study integrated mixed quantitative and qualitative research, ac-
knowledging that combined approaches are best suitable for assessing complex phenomena in social science 
research since they can provide real-life contextual understandings and multi-level perspectives on diverse 
research questions (e.g., see Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007). The main advantage of qualitative 
research is its understanding of underlying reasons, beliefs, and motivations. It provides insights in peo-
ple’s individual realities and uncovers inclinations in thinking and experiencing. The statistically analyzed 
quantitative research is used to quantify behaviors, attitudes, beliefs, and other defined variables, to test 
hypotheses, to examine relationships among variables, to establish (probable) causality and to generalize 
results from a sample to a larger population. Connecting qualitative and quantitative data in our research, 
we aimed to explore HAB from multiple individual micro-perspectives to inform a singular generalized 
macro-perspective. Combining both types of data enabled us to expand our understanding of HAB; to 
compare and validate results obtained through different assessment tools; and to uncover thinking pattern 
trends in the social cognitions. Creating a stepwise research design, we started with a qualitative analyze, 
followed by a quantitative phase.

Study 1
Vignettes as a study approach have now become the most common method and a standard procedure to as-
sess hostile cognitions. Essentially, this method consists of a series of stories (often referred to as vignettes or 
social scenarios), representing a problematic frustrating situation, in which, due to the actions of others, the 
subjects are exposed to a negative outcome. The situations are characterized by ambiguity of the intentions 
of the provocateurs which allows the subjects to produce diverse interpretations of the situations revealing 
their attitudes and beliefs regarding the intentions of others. 

Contrary to the mainstream application of the vignettes as a quantitative assessment tool, in study 1 we 
applied a qualitative assessment approach and explored how individuals perceive, construct, and interpret 
ambiguous social situations and how they attribute intent to an ambiguous stimulus. Instead of categorizing 
participants’ responses quantitatively as “hostile” or “nonhostile.”, we focused on investigating respondent’s 
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subjective understanding of diverse social situations and the attributes they used to describe a particular 
behavior. By examining the specific elements in participant’s responses qualitatively with regard to social 
perception, we sought to develop a better understanding of how people perceive ambiguous situations, if 
they relate interpretations of behavior of others as directed toward the self or personality characteristics of 
the other, and given these interpretations, how they might react. Furthermore, where hostility was detected, 
we aimed to identify its key components and the ways it was constructed in participants’ responses. The 
methods and results of this study are published elsewhere (Karadenizova & Dahle, 2017a).

Study 2
In study 2, we attempted to test HAB in a real-life experimental cognitive task. Based on a social cognition 
paradigm, we created a computer-based experimental task representing a social human interaction with 
ambiguous stimuli (facial expression and gaze direction). This experimental approach is evidence-driven 
and arises from diverse findings showing that the impaired ability to decode important social signals such 
as facial expressions might be a probable reason for individuals to interpret another’s behavior inaccurately 
and to attribute hostile intention (Burt, Mikolajewski, & Larson, 2009; Nasby et al., 1980; Schönenberg and 
Jusyte, 2014).

Although a biased face perception could modulate an individual’s reaction to ambiguous stimuli, there 
is one more factor, which could be essential for the display of socially inappropriate or aggressive behavior. 
This is the tendency to perceive and interpret social stimuli as being directed to oneself. An example of an 
interpersonal factor, indicating whether someone refers to us or not, is the gaze direction. Thus, the abnor-
mal processing of gaze cues in social interactions may induce irritation, annoyance, or feelings of being pro-
voked and, thereby, trigger an aggressive response. Therefore, the tendency to misinterpret gaze directions 
may at least partly underlie aggressive–impulsive behavior in susceptible individuals. 

To our knowledge, there are no studies investigating this phenomenon in a population of violent offend-
ers. As a result, study 2 sought to investigate whether highly hostile violent juvenile offenders do feel more 
looked at. First, we addressed the question of whether incarcerated juvenile violent offenders show a self-ref-
erential bias for preferable processing of particular faces and whether emotional expressions influence the 
general interpretation of gaze direction. Considering the findings in the sphere of social cognition and emo-
tion processing in violent offenders, we hypothesized a positive relation between a self-directed perception 
of gaze directions and hostility, especially in the presence of negative facial expressions. The methods and 
results of this study are published elsewhere (Karadenizova & Dahle, 2017b).

Study 3
Many studies reveal that unchangeable static variables, such as prior offending history and membership in 
high-risk demographic subgroups, consistently predict recidivism (Lattimore, Macdonald, Piquero, Linster, 
& Visher, 2004; Trulson, DeLisi, & Marquart, 2011). Recent risk assessment research highlights the impor-
tance of dynamic attributes, such as attitudes, values, and interpersonal skills, that are modified by new ex-
periences and, thus, may change during the residential stay (Labrecque, Smith, Lovins, & Latessa, 2014; Mc-
Grath & Thompson, 2012; Baglivio, Wolff, Piquero, Howell & Greenwald, 2017). Thus, in study 3 we extended 
on our prior work on assessment of hostility-prone cognitions and evaluated the sensitivity to change of the 
vignettes method using three statistical methods to identify change at both aggregate and individual level. 

Given hostility’s connection with the subdomain antisocial attitudes of the LSI-R, we supposed that cog-
nitive-behavioral treatment that identifies and addresses hostile cognitions as criminogenic needs would 
result in a reduction in hostility scores over time. Traditionally, interventions based on the RNR-principle 
focus on the risks and criminogenic needs of an offender (Gendreau, Little, & Goggin, 1996). Then, as 
criminogenic needs are targeted through an individualized case plan and the resultant services are delivered 
over time, the associated items that assess hostility as a criminogenic need should be affected. The overall 
result, theoretically, should be reduced scale scores at Time 2 when compared to Time 1. The vignettes were 
designed to assess interpretation biases and distorted beliefs (also in terms of criminogenic needs or dy-
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namic factors) and are theoretically changeable through diverse cognitive-behavioral programs. Therefore, 
we expected that the vignettes tool will be sensitive to changes since the construct it measures is dynamic 
in nature. 

The overall dissertation project
The overall dissertation project was devoted to exploring individual and group changes in criminogenic 
needs in the areas of antisocial cognition, concretely the concept of HAB, using a multi-method data col-
lected at two-time points with one-year intervention time in-between. For assessment tools to adequately 
measure transformations, reflect real changes in the psychological construct and evaluate treatment effects 
it is necessary for the intervention program the tools are applied through to be proven effective in reducing 
the target symptomatology. When confirmed that the applied intervention works, then it is possible for the 
evaluative tool to be tested for its accuracy to capture changes in the latent variable. 

In our studies, all participants were recruited from The Social Therapy Department (STD) of the Juvenile 
correction center in Berlin (Jugendstrafanstalt Berlin). STD provides offenders with a multimodal cogni-
tive-behavioral treatment based on the RNR-model and, in particular, on the determined dynamic risk 
factors (Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Gendreau, 1996). The treatment program incorporates diverse CBT-ther-
apeutic techniques such as cognitive restructuring, model learning, modifying various cognitive processes 
(e.g., interpreting social cues), identifying and correcting dysfunctional cognitions, developing alternative 
solutions, and choosing prosocial that procriminal behaviors. In addition to the individual treatment plan, 
of central importance is the mandatory participation in the program Reasoning & Rehabilitation by Ross, 
Fabiano and Ross (1986). This is a cognitive-behavioral group program developed for acquisition and train-
ing of cognitive and social skills. The interventions aim to provide the offenders with alternative cognitive 
restructuring skills, interpersonal problem solving and social skills, emotional control, moral reasoning 
skills and victim empathy, behavioral modification and relapse prevention as well as to ensure a successful 
reintegration into a stable social environment including suitable housing and employment opportunities.

Various meta-analytical studies have found cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) as an effective interven-
tion for reducing the risk of subsequent reoffending and criminal behavior of juvenile and adult offenders 
with recidivism reduction rates between 20-30% (e.g. Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005) up to 55% (Lipsey, 
Chapman & Landenberger 2001). In addition, various representative label programs of CBT (i.e., Reasoning 
and Rehabilitation, Moral Reconation Therapy, Aggression Replacement Training, Thinking for a Change, 
Cognitive Interventions Program NIC) all showed similarly effective with no statistically significant differ-
ences between the treatment approaches (extensive review in: Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005). The authors 
concluded that it was the general CBT approach, and not any specific version, that is responsible for the 
overall positive effects on recidivism. Moreover, CBT was found to be age insensitive and proved as effec-
tive for juveniles as adults and thus should be useful in both juvenile justice and criminal justice settings 
(Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005).

In evaluation studies, data-collection methods are widely used to measure improvement or deterioration 
in a psychological construct during or after treatment. Usually, evaluation studies of treatment effectiveness 
use repeated measures designs in which outcomes are determined by comparing pre–post differences in 
symptomatology or functioning. Then, at the aggregate level, the change over time is calculated using paired 
t-tests between T1 and T2, repeated measures analysis of variance or covariance, or generalized estimating 
equations (Wyrwich & Wolinsky, 2000). However, the sensitivity to change is directly affected by the sam-
ple size and, thus, can mislead to false conclusions. For example, small changes between T1 and T2, which 
might actually not be clinically meaningful, might reach statistical significance due to the large sample size. 
In contrast, it is possible to obtain a non-significant test because of small sample characteristics rather than 
lack of sensitivity to change. Another important disadvantage of the aggregate data analysis is that they are 
not useful for sufficiently determining the dynamic of positive and negative changes in the individual case 
and, as a result, meaningful individual changes taking place over the course of treatment are often neglected 
or overlooked. Individual changes are significant for both clinical practice and research questions since they 
address relevant questions such as treatment progress, responsiveness to interventions and further treat-
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ment necessity (Wyrwich & Wolinsky, 2000; Hays et al., 2005). A single change might be not significant at a 
group level but might be of value to the individual patient. 

To our knowledge, no study to date has used multiple methods to assess HAB as well as multiple sta-
tistical approaches to determine which method is most sensitive to changes in the treatment of distorted 
cognitions. Therefore, the purposes of this project were: (1) to evaluate the sensitivity to change of three 
semantically different tools assessing hostility-prone cognitions (structured objective questionnaires, vi-
gnettes as a semi-projective story complementation tool and a computer-based cognitive perception task) 
using three statistical methods for identifying aggregate change over time (group effect size ES, Cohen’s d 
and standardized response mean SRM) and three statistical methods for identifying individual changes over 
time (the reliable change index RCI, individual effect size ES and standardized error of measurements SEM); 
and (2) to determine which of the three assessment tools proves most sensitive to determine changes in HAB 
in the course of cognitive-behavioral treatment (CBT). When measuring time-stable personal characteris-
tics (traits) there is no, or a little change expected, while tools, measuring states, should ideally be highly 
sensitive and variable (Krauth, 1995). Hence, we supposed that the structured objective questionnaires mea-
suring traits, would show no statistically reliable change over time. In contrast, the semi-projective vignettes 
were designed to assess interpretation biases and distorted beliefs, theoretically changeable through diverse 
cognitive-behavioral programs and social skills trainings. Therefore, we expected that the vignettes tool 
would be more sensitive to changes since the construct it measures is dynamic in nature. Regarding the ex-
perimental task assessing the deficient social information processing, we expected no or a little change post 
treatment. Indeed, there is some evidence addressing the modifiability of the impaired recognition of affec-
tive facial expressions and the correction of this perceptual insensitivity with a brief implicit training ap-
proach (sensitivity to emotional expressions training, SEE training: Schönenberg, Christian, Gaußer, Mayer, 
Hautzinger, & Jusyte, 2014). However, without being intentionally intervened, perceptual deficits usually do 
not better automatically over time. Since we did not conduct an interventive training approach, we did not 
expect a statistically reliable change over time to be measured by the experimental task.
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Due to the different approaches toward the assessment of HAB as well as the particular goals of each indi-
vidual study, the samplings, the measures for hostility and the statistical analysis varied across studies. For 
detailed information the sampling, procedure, measures for hostility, statistical analyzes and results on study 
1 and 2, please review the published papers (Karadenizova & Dahle, 2017a; Karadenizova & Dahle, 2017b). 
Below, the method of study 3 and the allover project is described additionally to provide a clear overview 
about the stepwise overall research approach. Conjointly for all studies, to ensure confidentiality of the data 
collection, prison officers were not present in the assessment room. Participants signed a written informed 
consent for their participation, including information about the purpose of the research, participants’ right 
to decline to participate and to withdraw from the research, the lack of consequences of declining or with-
drawing, confidentiality, data management, incentives for participation, and whom to contact for questions 
about the research and research participants’ rights. After signing a written informed consent for their par-
ticipation, the subjects were given verbal instructions describing the task procedures. After completion of 
each study, participants were debriefed and provided with an opportunity to obtain information about the 
results and conclusions of the research. Remuneration was provided to appropriately compensate subjects 
for their time, efforts, and inconvenience of participation. To avoid undue influence and profit-related par-
ticipation, the level of compensation was set to match subjects’ economic status, resources, and minimal 
hourly payment rate in the state of Berlin.

Study 3 and the greater dissertation project

Sampling and procedure.

Since the overall project was a study of treatment effectiveness, we created a simple pre-post design with 
two assessment times. At the pre-test assessment T1, the sample was identical with the sample from study 
1. During the intervention period of one year, a total of 27 participants dropped out of the study. Table 1 
provides information about the reasons for the drop out. Seven participants were ordinary terminated after 
completing the full-term imprisonment; eight participants were early terminated of parole or probation 
due to positive conduct (for instance, stable community reintegration e.g., residence, family, employment, 
school; lack of sanctions during enforcement, repayment of all restitution etc.); nine participants were relo-
cated form the social-therapeutic department to regular imprisonment and dropout from treatment because 
of negative conduct (for instance, refusal to participate in the treatment process, participating in organized 
crime groups, rules and norms violations such as fights, drug offenses, possession of illegal items, subcul-
tural activities, lack of treatment motivation etc.); one participant was early terminated of supervised release 
due to satisfactory conduct of the defendant; one refused participation in T2 assessment; and one was de-
ported to his homeland. Thus, the final sample at T2 consisted of 18 participants.

Comparison of means tests was conducted to examine the differences at T1 of completers versus drop 
outs. There was no statistically significant difference between groups regarding the factors of age (p = .669), 
country of origin (p = .674), education (p = .663), as well as the T1 assessment means across measures as 
determined by one-way ANOVAs (all p-values > .050; see Table 2).

In the final sample (N = 18), the subjects ranged in age from 16 to 22 years (M = 19.5 years, SD = 1.82 
year). The majority had an immigration background (61.1%, n = 11), of which 33.4% (n = 6) of Arabic or-
igins, and each 5.6% (n = 1) of Polish, Bosnian and Greek origins. The rest (38.9%, n = 7) were Germans. 
Two participants (11.1%) had an unclear or unknown nationality or were considered stateless. The length of 
imprisonment ranged between 24 and 78 months (M = 42.9 months, SD = 13.9 months). All participants 
had been convicted previously, the majority of the subjects for a crime similar or equal to the current offense 
(50%, n = 9). With respect to the highest educational level at the time of the current offense, more than the 
half of all inmates (61.1%, n = 11) did not possess a completed school certificate and 38.9% (n = 7) had a main 
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or primary school degree. Accordingly, none of subjects were qualified for any profession. With respect to 
the professional situation of the inmates at the time of the index offense, approximately two-thirds (66.7%, 
n = 12) were unemployed, each 11.1% (n = 2) worked either as general workers or casual workers and each 
5.6% (n = 1) had a personal business or an unclear professional background. The majority of subjects (77.8%, 
n = 14) were unmarried, 22.2% (n = 4) were in partnerships. Regarding the convicted offense, the majority 
of the inmates were incarcerated for robbery and extortion (44.4%), followed by nonsexual violent offenses 
such as assault (27.8%), (attempted) homicide (11.1%), (attempted) murder (5.6%), sexual violent offenses 
such as rape (5.6%), and fraud (5.6%). 

Measures for hostility.

In study 3, we applied only the vignettes method.
Identically with study 2, in the overall dissertational project hostility was assessed through three different 

measurement tools: two self-report scales (BPAQ and PSSI), one semi-projective technique (vignettes) and 
a computer-based experimental perception task. In the current sample, for BPAQ we found an acceptable 
internal consistency (Cronbach’s α =  .75), identical to the one found in the validation study (Cronbach’s 
α = .75, Herzberg, 2003). For PSSI, we found an acceptable internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .74), almost 
identical with the results of the original validation study (Cronbach’s α = .79, Kuhl & Kazén, 2009). For the 
vignettes tool, we found a good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .87).

The experimental task was conducted and analyzed on the same way like in study 2. 

Treatment/intervention characteristics. 

The Social Therapy Department (STD) of the Juvenile correction center focuses on offender treatment (sys-
temic, behavioral and analytical paradigms) based on the RNR-model and, concretely, on the determined 
dynamic risk factors (Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Gendreau, 1996). As per German juvenile penal law (JSt-
VollzG), the STD was designed to host and provide psychotherapeutic treatment for three main offender 
groups: (1) severe violent offenders with a high recidivism risk, (2) severe sex offenders with a high recidi-
vism risk, and (3) persistent “chronic” offenders. A probation period of three months serves as an adaptation 
time to the treatment, exploration of the treatment motivation and adjustment to the STD rules, norms and 
principles, as well as verification of the effective treatment interventions for the individual case. The actual 
therapy phase lasts twelve months. However, the treatment duration and intervention length both depend on 
the individual case and are adapted to the particular needs and risk factors of each inmate.  In addition to the 
individual treatment plan, of central importance is the mandatory participation in the program Reasoning 
& Rehabilitation by Ross, Fabiano and Ross (1986). This is a cognitive-behavioral group program developed 
for the acquisition and training of cognitive and social skills. The interventions aim to provide the offenders 
with alternative behavioral and emotion regulation strategies, and to change distorted cognitions to ensure 
successful reintegration into a stable social environment, including suitable housing and employment op-
portunities. 

Statistical analyses for the sensitivity to change for all measures.

We examined the dynamics in how aggregate and individual hostility scores changed over time, and pre-
cisely determined the sensitivity to change of all assessment measures. In a simple pretest-posttest design 
with one intervention group hostility assessment scores from Time 1 (pretest) and Time 2 (post-test) were 
compared utilizing a paired t-test. During this period, all participants were subjected to individual and 
group cognitive-behavioral treatment.  

At the aggregate level, we computed the overall score for each hostility scale at T1 and T2. Then, the sta-
tistical significance of the mean value differences from T1 to T2 was assessed using t-tests for paired samples. 
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We carried out three statistical approaches for calculating the changes at the aggregate level. First, Cohen’s d 
was used to measure the effect size. Cohen’s d was calculated as follows:   

 d =
(Mt1 −  Mt2)

SDpooled
  where SDpooled = �SD1
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Then, standardized effect size ES was used as second approach. To calculate the ES, the difference in the 
means between the measurement points (e.g. between baseline and follow-up) is divided by a measure of 
variance (e.g. the standard deviation at the baseline):

 ES =
(Mt1 − Mt2)
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The standardized response mean (SRM) with the standard deviation of the values’ difference was used as a 
third effect size indicator for assessing aggregate changes during treatment (Igl, Zwingmann, & Faller, 2005). 
SRM was computed by dividing the mean score change (i.e. baseline minus follow-up) by the standard devi-
ation of the change scores as follows (Igl et al., 2005; Küfner, Buchholz, Rist, Kraus, & Lindenmayer, 2009):
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Our choice of sensitivity to change estimates was based on our assumption that change would be homoge-
neous across the sample meaning that the sample consists of individuals who are expected to change by ap-
proximately the same amount over the study period (Stratford & Riddle, 2005). Thus, distribution-based sta-
tistics that assume homogeneous change, including Cohen’s d, effect size (ES), standardized response mean 
(SRM), and paired samples t-test (Stratford & Riddle, 2005), were computed for the total sample. Cohen’s d, 
ES and SRM express change scores in terms of the underlying sampling distribution, using standard deviation 
estimates. All three coefficients are standardized indicators of power of an instrument to detect true change, 
with larger values indicating higher sensitivity to change. Belonging to one “statistical family” (Stratford & 
Riddle, 2005), these indices are based on the same assumptions concerning the sample’s change characteristic 
and, thus, results obtained through Cohen’s d, ES and SRM must be corresponding to each other.

A major strength of these coefficients is their ability to be used to assess which measures are more re-
sponsive to change than others. On the other hand, all the measures discussed in this section share the 
limitation that they do not relate changes in the measure to corresponding changes on an external clinical 
status measure at the individual level. The statistics simply examine the extent of change in the measure over 
two occasions. This is problematic as a statistically significant change in the measure may occur without a 
corresponding change in clinical or health status. In other words, the observed change in the measure may 
not reflect important change in the condition of the single individual (Husted, Cook, Farewell, & Gladman, 
2000). To counteract this weakness, we carried out three approaches for calculating individual clinically 
meaningful changes over time. 

First, a standardized effect size for individuals (ES) was computed as the difference between each indi-
vidual’s pre- and post-test scores, divided by the group standard deviation at T1, SD1 (Eisen, Ranganathan, 
Seal, & Spiro III, 2007)

 ES =
xpretest − yposttest

spretest
  (4)
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The advantage of this approach is that the changes, found in different samples and in different scales, are 
comparable. The approach has the disadvantage that the reliability is not taken into account. Based on their 
individual ES, participants were then classified in three groups: a medium to large improvement (ES > 0.50), 
no effect or a small effect (-0.49 to 0.49), or a large decline (ES < -0.50). The cutoff of ES > 0.50 was selected 
based on a review of Norman and colleagues (Norman, Sloan, & Wyrwich, 2003) who found that the mean 
minimally important difference was almost exactly equal to an effect size of 0.50.

Second, we computed the reliable change index RCI (Nachtigall & Suhl, 2002) as follows: The posttreat-
ment score is subtracted from the pretreatment score and divided by the standard error of the differences.

  RCI =  
xpretest − yposttest

sx�2 ∗ (1 − rxx)
  (5)

Study participants were then placed into three groups based on their RCI scores: reliable decline (RCI < -1.96), 
no reliable change (RCI between -1.96 and +1.96), and reliable improvement (RCI > 1.96).

Third, we computed the standard error of measurement SEM (Hays et al., 2005). The SEM was strongly 
recommended as a useful statistic for assessing individual changes in numerous medical, cognitive, and 
behavioral conditions (Hays et al., 2005). The SEM was computed as follows:

  SEM =  s1�1 − rxx   (6)

 where S1 is the standard deviation at T1 and rxx is the internal consistency reliability coefficient at T1. Recent 
research has reported that one SEM consistently corresponded to a minimal clinically important intra-indi-
vidual change (Wyrwich, Tierney, & Wolinsky, 1999). Consequently, we also used one SEM as the criterion 
for clinically meaningful change. Participants were then grouped as declined if their T1-T2 difference scores 
decreased by at least one SEM, stable if their T1-T2 difference scores were less than one SEM, and improved 
if their T1-T2 difference scores increased by at least one SEM.
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The purpose of the greater project was go investigate the sensitivity to change of different hostility measures. 
The studies analyzed, for the first time, quantitative, qualitative and experimental data in a sufficient and 
systematic way by including tools originating from different theoretical and empirical paradigms. There-
fore, three approaches to the assessment of hostility and its change during treatment were applied. The first 
study focused on a qualitative assessment of participant’s social perception, examining how people perceive 
ambiguous situations and if they relate interpretations of behavior of others as directed toward the self (see 
results in Karadenizova & Dahle, 2017a). Based on the combined evidence from both the spheres social 
cognition and abnormal processing of gaze cues in social interactions, the second study was designed as an 
experiment on perception biases, processing deficits and biased hostility-driven interpretation of gaze di-
rection (see results in Karadenizova & Dahle, 2017b). Using a multi-method assessment, the overall project 
set the measurement tools in time perspective and analyzed tools’ capacity to measure changes occurring 
during one-year of cognitive-behavioral treatment (CBT). Determining the sensitivity to change on both ag-
gregate and individual levels, the study aimed to find out which assessment tool is most sensitive to changes 
in the treatment of distorted cognitions. 

In the third study, along with the final dissertation project, we used a multi-method approach for assess-
ing hostility-prone cognitions, combining and analyzing data obtained through structured questionnaires, 
a semi-projective tool and experimental data. The focus of the study was to compare the tools’ capacity to 
measure changes over time for which we used three methods of determining the sensitivity to change on 
both aggregate and individual level. Several major points emerged from the analysis.

While the vignettes as a semi-protective method were the only assessment instrument that showed sen-
sitive to change at the aggregate level, at the individual level all three assessment methods showed able 
to measure change. Consistent with the results at the aggregate level, the vignettes method identified the 
highest proportion for clinically meaningful change, suggesting large improvement (decreasing values) of 
the hostility-prone cognitions over course of treatment. However, individual change assessed through both 
the structured self-report questionnaires was inconsistent indicating somewhat contradictory results. As 
assessed through BPAQ, a questionnaire defining hostility as a feature of the aggressive behavior, the change 
was predominately negative suggesting that the tendency to perceive and interpret signals in a hostile man-
ner increased over time. On the other hand, PSSI, a questionnaire measuring hostility as a personality fea-
ture, showed clearly positive change over time indicating that the hostility-prone cognitions reduced over 
the time of treatment. Thus, BPAQ suggested deterioration, while PSSI suggested an improvement of HAB.  

This apparent contradiction is likely to be accounted for by the different theoretical approaches underly-
ing the concept of hostility-prone cognitions. While BPAQ assesses global, gist-based judgments of hostility, 
PSSI focuses more on the individualized, personalized beliefs about HAB. According to the RNR-model 
for effective correctional practices, crime supportive dynamic factors such as antisocial cognitions can be 
consistently modified when the interventions applied are adapted to target individual criminogenic needs. 
Since HAB as measured by PSSI represents a personalized attribution style and reflects the extent to which 
individuals identified with hostile beliefs, it might have been more responsive to treatment and, as a result, 
showed a reduction over time. It seems that changes in hostility-prone cognitions as measured by PSSI re-
flected the extent to which adolescents identified with hostile beliefs before and after the treatment. The defi-
nition of HAB as a personal attribution style suggests that HAB is conditional and as life conditions change 
– through natural grow, maturity, treatment – HAB too priorities positive change. In contrast, measures 
that assessed global judgments of hostility, such as BPAQ, might be more robust to improvement (positive 
change) because they reflect the core of a general belief that might be stable, universal and inflexible to inter-
vene. Paradoxically, such beliefs might even show a negative change, indicating aggravation and worsening 
due to striving to preserve existing beliefs and internalized values. Hence, BPAQ might have shown negative 
change as a protective rather than reflective relation. These results support a dual-processes interpretation 
of the dynamics in HAB according to which observed changes depend on whether the cues in questions 
trigger a specific (personal) or global (general) processing. Paradoxically, changes in HAB are sometimes 
related positively and sometimes related negatively to treatment. This difference might be impacted by the 
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construct’s level of aggregation (or generalization). Both the structured measures for hostility were not on 
a comparable level of generalization which could have impacted the findings and produced ambiguous re-
sults. These inconsistent findings underscore the need for a better theoretical grasp of the circumstances that 
produce positive or negative change and call for future research.

Interestingly, even the experimental perception task showed sensitivity to change on the individual level. 
The perception and processing of happy faces seemed to be most dynamic and fluctuating, indicating the 
highest proportion for clinically meaningful change (followed by neutral, angry and fearful). While the 
change, indicated by the perception of happy and fearful faces, seemed random, the perception of angry and 
neutral faces indicated clearly a negative change i.e. increasing values from T1 to T2. These results suggest 
that participants showed a preferred processing of angry and neutral faces as self-related at T2, and thus, a 
stronger perception bias in comparison to T1. The results for the self-referential perception of gaze direc-
tions showed the same pattern. At the individual level, across all viewing angles, the tendency to perceive 
averted gazes as self-related slightly increased from T1 to T2, as reflected by ES, RCI and SEM. 

Consistent with previous findings reported in the literature, both the SEM and ES methods identified a 
higher proportion of individuals as meaningfully improved or declined than did the RCI method (Hays et 
al., 2005). This data supports Wyrwich and Wolinsky’s assumption that the SEM may be a better method 
for determining meaningful change than ES and RCI (Wyrwich & Wolinsky, 2000). While the ES uses the 
sample dependent standard deviation, the SEM does not vary from sample to sample, and, thus, the SEM 
provides a more stable method for determining clinically meaningful change (Wyrwich & Wolinsky, 2000). 
These results are also consistent with the suggestion that the RCI may be too stringent a criterion for deter-
mining clinically meaningful change (Jacobson, Roberts, Berns, & McGlinchey, 1999).

General discussion and limitations of the dissertational study 
The present research project in its entirety examined the sensitivity for change of diverse measures used to 
assess hostility-prone cognitions. While some of the measures required offenders to self-report the extent to 
which they identify with different hostility-driven beliefs, other measures assessed hostility as an interpreta-
tion bias to ambiguous social cues and a phenomenon of the interpersonal perception. Such multi-method 
assessments have several advantages. Using data from multiple tests rather than a single assessment tool 
allows clinicians to better conduct diagnostics and to develop a holistic systematic view of an individual’s 
cognitive distortions. Based on the three fields of practice, research and test application, the assessment 
approach we propose in our project is a time efficient method to assess different elements of HAB rather 
than any single HAB-assessment method can measure separately. 

According to our overall results, the vignettes tool is most informative in terms of adequately assessment 
of the components of HAB as well as its change over time. When applied as a qualitative method, vignettes 
reflected the ways individuals constructed, perceived, interpreted and attributed intent to ambiguous social 
situations and how they expressed hostility in relation to the provocateur as well as to the self. Due to the in-
corporation of open-ended questions, vignettes were able to trigger individual cognitive processing patterns 
and evoke an in-depth, detailed analysis of HAB in its entirety. Thereby, data obtained through the vignettes 
can be considered very valuable to contributing to a better understanding of individuals’ social realities 
and drawing attention to instructional perception processes, interpretation patterns, and social structural 
features. The evidence gained by exploring HAB qualitatively could be used as a basis for developing more 
relevant and specific treatments and rehabilitation strategies for individuals who perceived ambiguous so-
cial vignettes in a biased way. Thus, vignettes seemed to best correspond to the RNR-principles of effective 
correctional treatment in that they were able to reflect personal individual criminogenic needs (antisocial 
hostile cognitions) as expressed and defined by the individuals themselves.

The vignette instrument clearly outperformed the other assessment tools in terms of effect sizes across 
both the aggregate and individual level. When assessing change at the aggregate level vignettes were most 
informative in terms of detecting statistically significant change in the pretest-posttest comparison, repre-
senting a decrease in the mean values from T1 to T2. Consistent with these results, at the individual level the 
vignettes method also identified the highest proportion for clinically meaningful change, suggesting large 
improvement (decreasing values) of the hostility-prone cognitions over course of treatment. We suggest 
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that the ability of the vignettes to reflect homogeneous changes are due to the character of the semi-pro-
tective technique. Projective techniques typically present respondents with an ambiguous stimulus and ask 
them to disambiguate it or require participants to generate a response following open-ended instructions. 
In addition, most projective techniques permit respondents considerable flexibility in the nature and some-
times even the number of their responses (Lilienfeld, Wood, & Garb, 2000). Since individuals have various 
(criminogenic) needs which can be both conscious and unconscious, it seems plausible that these needs can 
be better disclosed when using an unstructured semi-projective test permitting individual to spontaneously 
project their internal needs, rather than using a structured questionnaire that require responses to an explic-
itly asked questions. Thus, all the prevailing motivations, relevant beliefs and current attitudes are detectable 
quickly through a method such as the vignettes. 

While treatment based on the RNR-principles progresses, internal (criminogenic) needs are prone to 
change. When cognitive biases, such as the tendency to perceive and interpret ambiguous social cues as 
hostile, get uncovered and treated accordingly, then the whole individual’s mindset gets modified. Thus, 
situations that once triggered hostility, might now be perceived as benign or neutral due to the intervened, 
once unconscious criminogenic need, and the new learned cognitive skills to deal with one’s deficiencies. 

In comparison to the vignettes tool that was explicitly designed to measure hostile attributions, both 
structured questionnaires defined hostility either as a personality style (PSSI) or a component of the aggres-
sive behavior (BPAQ). Therefore, results obtained through the questionnaires differed from those obtained 
through the semi-protective tool because changes in the assessment of hostility vary depending on the 
operational definition of the construct. Since PSSI and BPAQ measure time-stable personal characteristics 
(traits), the group mean values didn’t differ statistically significant at T1 and T2 and, thus, the questionnaires 
didn’t show useful at measuring aggregate change. Although, prima facie, these results are disappointing it’s 
important to consider the sample size limitations that might have biased the results leading to false conclu-
sions. As sensitivity to change is directly affected by the sample size, changes between T1 and T2 might reach 
statistical significance, even without being clinically meaningful, due to a large sample size. Vice versa, it is 
possible to obtain a non-significant test because of small sample characteristics rather than lack of sensi-
tivity to change, which is very likely the case in our study. This assumption is supported by the fact that at 
the individual level the questionnaires showed sensitivity to both positive and negative dynamics, and thus, 
captured meaningful individual changes taking place over the course of treatment that were overlooked at 
the aggregate level. Therefore, even though PSSI and BPAQ were theoretically not expected to be sensitive 
to change due to the undynamic trait-based operationalization of hostility, they showed variable to detect 
meaningful individual changes. We consider this evidence very valuable. Further, since PSSI and BPAQ 
showed sensitive to positive (reduction in HAB) and negative (intensification in HAB) changes, we suppose 
that the lack of significant results at the aggregate level might be due to the neutralization of the change 
index because of the similar proportion of positive and negative change. 

Nevertheless, statistically speaking both self-report inventories have undeniable strengths. First, for 
BPAQ we obtained an internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .75), identical to the one found in the valida-
tion study (Cronbach’s α =  .75, Herzberg, 2003). For PSSI, we found an internal consistency (Cronbach’s 
α = .74), almost identical with the results of the original validation study (Cronbach’s α = .79, Kuhl & Kazén, 
2009). Replicating the results from the original validation studies suggest that the self-report inventories 
are generally reliable and valid. In addition, both inventories have a broad scaled answering format offering 
a wide range of response options (a Likert scale range from 1 to 5 for BPAQ and 0 to 3 for PSSI) allowing 
participants to state how strongly they identify with particular statements. A detailed Likert scale is a key 
requirement for assessment tools applied to measure changes. Therefore, changes found at the individual 
level can be attributed to real change processes that have taken place over the course of treatment rather to 
the influence of other external factors of contaminating variables. These conclusions suggest that although 
PSSI and BPAQ were not initially developed to measure change they possess the potential to determine the 
dynamic of positive and negative changes in the individual case. Individual changes are of essential im-
portance for both clinical practice and research and have numerous implications for various topics such as 
treatment progress, responsiveness to interventions and further treatment necessity (Wyrwich & Wolinsky, 
2000; Hays et al., 2005). 

The dissertational study has a couple of sample-related limitations. Whether this dynamic in the change 
over time is typical for juvenile offenders in general, for the type of their treatment or for the institution of 
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treatment, cannot be determined empirically-statistically without a corresponding control or comparison 
group. Hence, we do not know the extent to which the results can be generalized. However, the focus of this 
study was to use a multi-method approach for assessing cognitive and interpretation biases in a single-group 
pretest-posttest experimental design and to measure the degree of change occurring as a result of treatments 
or interventions at both aggregate and individual level, rather to compare different study groups. Future 
studies might consider using a two- (or multi-) group design to compare potential differences between in-
tervention and control groups.

Further, the sample was very highly specified and included multiple selection criteria: age (juvenile and 
adolescent), offense of conviction (violent and sexual crimes only), current incarceration, current psycho-
therapeutic treatment. Strictly including only participants who fulfilled all criteria resulted to a small initial 
sample size at T1. Nevertheless, in case of investigating a rare phenomenon or studying a highly specified 
sample an underpowered study is justified. Individuals most at risk such as violent and sexual offenders 
in treatment are by definition small in number when compared to the larger, dominant population (e.g., 
offenders with no need of treatment). Particularly when considering high-risk behaviors such as recurrent 
violence, forensic researchers are often limited by small populations and, respectively, by small numbers 
of potential participants. It could be argued that studies using small sample sizes are not meant to quantify 
general performance within a population but merely to document the existence of an effect. Thus, small 
sample studies may not always find statistical significance, but the effect may be clinically important. Yet, 
small sample research is critically important as the research questions posed in small samples often represent 
serious phenomena in vulnerable and underrepresented populations. Although the findings of the study 
cannot be generalized and are not necessarily applicable to all, they must be appreciated in their specific na-
ture and importance in understanding the unique experiences of the individuals of interest. While present-
ing challenges for current methods, it is important to note that small sample research can also expand our 
horizons. New challenges require innovative solutions. Innovation is the foundation of scientific advances.

A more relevant sample-related limitation is represented by the very large drop-out rate between both 
the assessment times T1 and T2 that caused a severe loss to follow-up (27 of 45 participants) and naturally 
reduced the initial sample size by 60%, which may have resulted in overestimation of effect sizes and limited 
reproducibility and generalizability of the results. Thus, results may not be sufficiently powered to detect a 
more precise difference between T1 and T2 as measured by some of the assessment methods. In addition, 
the large attrition rate could have put a bias on the result of the study. As shown in Table 1, most of the rea-
sons for drop out were motivated by major positive or negative changes in the participants’ conduct. Similar 
numbers of subjects dropped out because of completing of the full-term of imprisonment (possibly associat-
ed with positive response to treatment or simply related to the usual course of imprisonment for various of-
fenses), early termination of parole due to positive conduct (theoretically associated with positive response 
to treatment), and relocation to regular imprisonment due to negative conduct (theoretically associated 
with negative response to treatment). These major reasons for drop-out might each have different impacts 
on the findings if the subjects had remained in the study, which makes it challenging to determine whether 
the composition of the final participant pool was reflective of the population of interest. On the other hand, 
it can be argued that as the positive and negative reasons for drop-out were to a balanced proportion, it did 
not show preference to either which in an overall reduced sample size at T2 and, hence, had no impeding 
effect. Since positive (n = 8) and negative (n = 9) reasons for drop-out were in an almost identical quota, the 
reduced sample size at T2 constituted and corresponded in ratio to the same sample characteristics at T1.

One more factor influencing the evaluation of individual changes is the reliability of the assessment tools. 
Ideally, individual changes should be considered only when the reliability is 0.90 or more. However, this 
level of reliability is rarely achieved in clinical practice. Recent work has suggested that this reliability level 
may be too stringent and that although caution should be exercised when interpreting results of assessments 
with less than optimal reliability, use of individual assessment data can still be valuable (Hays et al., 2005). 
In addition to this, the problem with the reliability of (semi-) projective techniques is well known. The 
practice of using projective techniques for the measurement of personality change, such as in evaluating the 
effects of psychotherapy, ideally rest on the assumption of substantial retest reliability. If the retest reliability 
is good, then the changes occurring between T1 and T2 are attributed to the influence of external factors, 
such as intervention or treatment. However, the assumption of substantial retest reliability is rarely given, 
since projective techniques are highly sensitive to the slightest changes in the subjects, reflecting transient 
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moods, etc. This makes it difficult to determine the nature of the change and creates a risk to misunderstand 
and falsely interpret a high error variance in the variability of the items as sensitivity to reflect real changes 
in the variable (Krauth, 1995). Since our study is the first one to test the sensitivity to change of the vignettes, 
we consider our findings sufficient to set up the base for future research in this area. 

Another issue is represented by the facial expression/gaze direction perception task that focused on the 
sped-up stimulus exposition of faces. Participants were tested for their performance while categorizing 
viewing angles as self-related or averted. It is unclear to what extent individual differences in performance 
at both T1 and T2 are due to the difficulty of categorizing the gaze direction of an emotional expression 
and to what extent they are due to the sped-up nature of the task. Normally, under conditions of unlimited 
time, unimpaired subjects frequently perform at ceiling in perception tasks. In order to complicate the task 
difficulty, stimulus exposition can be sped up using brief exposition time which usually decreases accuracy 
rates but does not eliminate speed-related individual differences. Limited exposition times are likely to favor 
participants high in perceptual speed. 

We found a slight tendency for the self-referential perception bias to increase form T1 to T2, meaning 
that at T2 participants showed a stronger preference to perceive and interpret averted gazes as straightly 
directed to oneself (over all four emotions). Nevertheless, this change did not appear at the aggregate level, 
and was only found in individual changes. Thus, the increment in the individual changes can be highly 
dependent on various external factors, such as different concentration levels and performance motivation 
at T1 and T2, individual’s response bias, general cognitive ability, mental speed, layout of the physical envi-
ronment etc. The influence of other variables cannot be rule out. Due to this, determining the sensitivity to 
change of a cognitive-perception task turned to be an exceptionally challenging task. Rather than a single, 
general mechanism that explains individual differences, a number of processes appear to be involved in the 
social-cognitive functioning of the individuals. In addition, there are also several possible methodical fac-
tors underlying lack of change sensitivity of the perceptual task. First, the measure contains items that are 
categorically arranged (yes–no forced choice answering format) and therefore offers only a limited range of 
response options. Thus, it may be scaled in units that are too gross to detect change (Lipsey, 1990). Second, 
the measure contains items that are susceptible to floor or ceiling effects and, therefore, limit the ability of 
the item to detect meaningful growth or deterioration (Lipsey, 1990). 

Hostile attribution bias undoubtedly represents a target for intervention and prevention of aggressive 
behaviors. In sum, to explore the phenomenon of hostile attribution bias from different perspectives, as 
well as its change in a course of treatment, we created a complex research design including a multi-method 
data collection and analysis approach at two times of assessment. We supposed that the complex nature of 
cognitive biases can be defined in various ways, e.g. as immanent personality disposition, as social-cognitive 
interpretation bias, and even as perceptual bias. Since in clinical practice such complex constructs require 
real-life contextual understanding, the use of a multi-method research perspective is highly relevant for 
determining the various elements of the hostility construct. We provided first evidence for the sensitivity 
to change of different assessment methods. Further investigations of sensitivity to change and/or treatment 
evaluation should focus on extending the experimental design by adding a comparison group and better 
controlling of potential interfering variables. Since different statistical methods for identifying change lead 
to different outcomes, another relevant issue would be to determine which of those methods provide an 
estimate of change that is most concordant with other distorted cognitions outcomes measures. 

We believe that multi-method studies in general represent a promising avenue to broaden the under-
standing of social-cognitive functioning of the individuals as well to provide the opportunity for developing 
effective interventions and evaluating treatment effects.
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Tables

Tab. 1. Dropout rates from therapy from T1 to T2

Reasons for drop out n
Ordinary termination after completing the full-term imprisonment 7
Early termination of parole or probation due to positive conduct (for instance, stable community reinteg-
ration e.g., residence, family, employment, school; lack of sanctions during enforcement, repayment of all 
restitution etc.)

8

Relocation form the social-therapeutic department to regular imprisonment and treatment dropout because 
of negative conduct (for instance, refusal to participate in the treatment process, participating in organized 
crime groups, rules and norms violations such as fights, drug offenses, possession of illegal items, subcultural 
activities, lack of treatment motivation etc.)

9

Early termination of supervised release due to satisfactory conduct of the defendant 1
Refused participation in T2 assessment 1
Deportation to the homeland 1

Note:   n – numbers of offenders dropped out from the psychotherapeutic treatment in the period November/Decem-
ber 2014 – November/December 2015.

Tab. 2. Differences at T1 of completers versus drop outs 

Variables Completers  
(n=18)

Drop outs  
(n=27) F-value p-value

Age 18.11 (1.99) 18.33 (1.46) F (1, 42) =.185 .669
Country of origin F (1, 42) =.180 .674
Education level F (1, 42) =.192 .663
Questionnaires
AQ 21.72 (6.01) 22.19 (3.82) F (1, 42) = .101 .753
PSSI 18.66 (4.53) 17.88 (4.25) F (1, 41) = .338 .564
Vignettes 19.07 (6.70) 16.33 (5.07) F (1, 33) = 1.890 .178    
Cognitive task: emotions 
neutral 39.66 (10.18) 38.40 (14.63) F (1, 43) = .100 .753    
angry 38.83 (12.33) 37.55 (14.88) F (1, 43) = .091 .765    
happy 40.22 (11.99) 40.66 (13.67) F (1, 43) = .013 .911
fearful 39.27 (12.71) 36.96 (14.83) F (1, 43) = .294 .591  
Cognitive task: gazes 
0 ° 21.00 (4.88) 23.59 (7.00) F (1, 43) = 1.855 .180
2 ° 42.33 (9.23) 43.74 (13.44) F (1, 43) = .150 .701
4 ° 36.72 (11.53) 37.29 (14.18) F (1, 43) = .020 .887
6 ° 32.88 (12.12) 27.74 (14.56) F (1, 43) = 1.563 .222
8 ° 25.05 (11.63) 21.22 (13.71) F (1, 43) = .949 .336

Note:  The table shows the results from the comparison of means tests (one-way ANOVAs). Standard deviations are 
shown in in parentheses. There are no group differences at T1 of completers versus drop outs regarding the 
factors age, county of origin, education, as well as the T1 assessment means across measures. 
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Tables

Tab. 3. Offense of conviction

Committed crimes Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
(attempted) Murder 1 5,6 5,6
(attempted) Homicide 2 11,1 16,7
Robbery, extortion, blackmail 8 44,4 61,1
Other non-sexual violent offenses, assault 5 27,8 88,9
Sexual violent offense, rape 1 5,6 94,4
Fraud 1 5,6 100,0
Total 18 100,0 100,0

Note:  The table shows the frequency, percent, and cumulative percent of the committed crimes for the final sample 
of N=18.

Tab. 4. T1-T2 differences at the aggregate level: t-test for paired samples 

Scale n Mean 
T1

SD 
T1

Mean 
T2

SD 
T2 Sig. Cohen’s d Effect Size 

(ES)

Standardized 
Response 

Mean (SRM)
Questionnaire 
measures
    AQ 18 21,72 6,018 22,28 5,869 ,662   -0.077 -0.093 0.264
    PSSI 18 17,67 3,531 16,67 4,270 ,378 0.255  0.283 0.766
    Vignettes 18 18,44 6,609 15,33 6,660 ,050 0.468 0.470 0.407
Cognitive  
task emotions
     neutral 18 39,66 10,180 39,22 15,656 ,915 0.033  0.043 0.099
     angry 18 38,83 12,339 39,16 16,281 ,942 -0.022  -0.026 -0.068
     happy 18 40,22 11,992 38,83 14,345 ,753 0.105  0,115 0.315
     fearful 18 39,27 12,717 37,72 16,352 ,708 0.105  0,121 0.317
Cognitive  
task gazes
     0° 18 21,00 4,886 22,94 7,619 ,375 -0.444 -0,397 -0.426
     2° 18 42,33 9,235 40,44 14,904 ,636 0.152 0,204 0.457
     4° 18 36,72 11,534 35,22 15,198 ,709 0.111 0,130 0.333
     6° 18 32,88 12,121 31,05 14,127 ,641 0.139 0,150 0.417
     8° 18 25,05 11,633 25,27 14,066 ,952 -0.017 -0,018 -0.051

Note:  The table shows the results from the t-test for paired samples as well as three methods for determining the 
effect size for the sensitivity to change: Cohen’s d, ES, and SRM.
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Tables

Cohen’s d was calculated as follow:  

 d =
(Mt1 −  Mt2)

SDpooled
  where SDpooled = �SD1

2 + SD2 
2

2
 = �

(n1 − 1)S1
2 + (n2 − 1)S2

2 
n1 + n2 − 2

 

 Effect Size ES was calculated as follow:

 
ES =

(Mt1 − Mt2)
SDt1

 

 Standardized response mean SRM was computed as follow:

 SRM =  
(Mt1 − Mt2)

SDdifference
 

 

 where SDdifference =  �
SD1

2

n1
+

SD2
2

n2
 

 
Tab. 5. Meaningful individual changes in the course of treatment

Scale Effect size method Large decline 
n                         

Unchanged value
n                          

Large improvement 
n                      

AQ
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

7
0
7

6
16
6

5
2
5

PSSI
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

4
3
4

5
11
5

9
4
9

Vignettes
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

2
1
2

6
11
6

10
6
10

Cognitive task
neutral

a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

7
2
9

6
14
6

5
2
5

angry
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

7
4
9

8
12
5

3
4
2

happy

a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

7
3
9

4
12
2      

7
3
7

fearful
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

3
3
6

10
13
7

5
2
5

0⁰
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

9
4
11

3
13
2

6
1
5

2⁰
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

6
4
7

6
11
5

6
3
6
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Scale Effect size method Large decline 
n   

Unchanged value
n       

Large improvement 
n          

4⁰
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

6
3
6

8
12
6

4
3
6

6⁰
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

4
2
12

9
13
2

5
3
4

8⁰
a) ES
b) RCI
c) SEM

8
5
8

5
12
3

5
1
7

Note:  The table shows the meaningful individual changes in the course of treatment computed in three different 
ways: (a) effect size ES for individuals (each 1. line), (b) reliable change index RCI (each 2. line), and (c) stan-
dard error of measurement SEM (each 3. line). Participants were then categorized in three groups: large 
decline, unchanged values and large improvement. Effect size ES for individuals as follow:

 
ES =

xpretest − yposttest

spretest
 

RCI was calculated as follow:  

 
 RCI =  

xpretest − yposttest

sx�2 ∗ (1 − rxx)
 

SEM was calculated as follow:  

  SEM =  s1�1 − rxx 
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Figures

angry, left, 4° neutral, right, 2° happy, left, 8° fearful, right, 4°

Figure 1.  Example images for each emotional expression in four different viewing angles
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